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Jeff Sessions Attorney General
U.S. Department of Justice
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20530-0001
202-514-2000

Re: Judicial Corruption in SDNY
Nov 18, 2017

Dear Attorney General Sessions,

M

y wife and I are senior citizens and I am a disabled combat veteran of The Vietnam Era
when I was also exposed to Agent Orange. As the only “real creditors” in a fraudulent
bankruptcy, and after forty-five years of hard work, we have been stripped of our business, our
home and our life’s savings by a villainous, fraudulent debtor, in collusion with corrupt legal
practitioners and confounded by frivolous judicial process. Furthermore, by means of this
fraudulent bankruptcy and four years of a convoluted bankruptcy stay, we were forced to pay
for the mortgage, taxes and insurance while the debtor (a Hasidic religious congregation, Kollel
Mateh Efraim, LLC in conjunction with Jack Lefkowitz CEO Maskil Al Dal, LLC) enjoyed free
and exclusive occupancy of our resort hotel property.
Judge Stuart M Bernstein, (SDNY) not only permitted, but actively encouraged four years of
frivolous litigation before we successfully evicted these fraudulent debtors. By this time, they
had so maliciously vandalized our property as to render my wife and me completely depleted of
everything that we had worked a lifetime to achieve. With complete impunity and cloaked in a
criminal conspiracy, (RICO) our Constitutional Rights were callously fed into a document
shredder of religious intolerance; money laundering; bank fraud; wire fraud; tax fraud;
contract fraud; corporate fraud; judicial abuse; arrogance; bias; corruption, apathy and
even extortion by a judge and a trustee…“Failure to deal with systemic injustice anywhere
permits it to flourish everywhere.”
Former Attorney General John Ashcroft iterated to The Hague Global Forum on
Corruption: “Bankruptcy court corruption is not just a matter of bankruptcy trustees in
collusion with corrupt bankruptcy judges. The corruption is supported, and justice
hindered by high ranking officials in the United States Trustee Program –“. emphasis
added. "The corruption has advanced to punishing any and all who mention the criminal
acts of trustees and organized crime operating through the United States Bankruptcy
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Courts. As though greed is not enough, the trustees, in collusion with others, intentionally
go forth to destroy lives."
After years of seeking redress for my own issues, I have come to realize that mine is not a
small or isolated problem. —Justice William Rehnquist stated, “If experience demands
a presumption that a judge will seize every opportunity presented to him in the course of
his official conduct to line his pockets, no canon of ethics or statute regarding
disqualification can save our judicial system.”
Judicial Corruption in Our Bankruptcy Courts: is worse than the abusive government
seizure laws which have gained some media exposure lately. Instead of simply seizing our
assets, we are forced to sit and observe the convoluted and corrupted “process” in slow motion.
For ten years, my wife, Irene and myself were helplessly restrained by court room protocols
from mitigating the obvious fraud and collusion between all of the courtroom players and
especially the nefarious charade between Judge Stewart Bernstein (SDNY) and U.S. Trustee
Robert Geltzer as they wantonly seized our properties. Representing the culmination of fortyfive years of hard work and a dollar value of $4.2M, they will feast themselves upon the carcass
of our toils for years to come.
In the final analysis, the question is begged: how is it possible, in America, that a combat
veteran, or any citizen for that matter; can be deprived of their constitutional rights to their own
property by legal (and illegal) process …and no one is held accountable for the scorched earth
campaign that was obviously perpetrated in a conspiracy within our courts?
I strongly believe that this is a core issue and an apex agenda item for the future of our nation.
“Our Constitution is only as good a restraint upon those who would trample over it as those into
whose hands it is entrusted for respect, honor and enforcement.”
I beg that you consider an investigation into the above noted individuals; their numerous shell
corporations and their criminal activities. They have destroyed the lives of many decent, hard
working people and their frauds continue as of this date.

Thank You,

Paul Griffin
www.griffin-house.com/justiceorjustus
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